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Using large supercell empirical pseudopotential calculations, we show that alloying of GaN with In
induces localization in the hole wave function, resonating within the valence band. This occurs even
with perfectly homogeneous In distribution~i.e., no clustering!. This unusual effect can explain
simultaneously exciton localization and a large, composition-dependent band gap bowing
coefficient in InGaN alloys. This is in contrast to conventional alloys such as InGaAs that show a
small and nearly composition-independent bowing coefficient. We further predict that~i! the hole
wave function localization dramatically affects the photoluminescence intensity in InGaN alloys and
~ii ! the optical properties of InGaN alloys depend strongly on the microscopic arrangement of In
atoms. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!00613-0#

Low-In content (x,0.1) InxGa12xN alloys exhibit ~i!
localized excitons1–3 as well as~ii ! large (b.3 eV! and
composition-dependent band gap bowing coefficients.4,5 The
first anomaly is usually explained in terms of the existence of
In clustering,1,2 while the second is explained in terms of the
large Ga-In size mismatch.5 Both explanations seem prob-
lematic: ~a! indium clustering was initially expected on the
basis of calculations6 of limited bulk solubility, but more
refined calculations7 have shown thatsurface solubility
~which is more relevant for vapor-phase growth! is far more
extensive than bulk solubility, so clustering is not expected
thermodynamically inlow-In contentalloys. ~b! InxGa12xAs
also has a large size mismatch, yet its bowing parameter is
much smaller (,0.5 eV! and composition independent8 rela-
tive to InxGa12xN. Therefore, size mismatch is unlikely to be
the full answer for the anomalous bowing in InGaN. Here we
show theoretically that even perfectly homogeneous, random
InxGa12xN alloys withoutchemicalclustering exhibit ‘‘elec-
tronic clustering’’ in the form of In-localized hole wave
functions, and that this unusual effect can explain simulta-
neously both exciton localization and a large, composition-
dependent bowing coefficient. To clarify the underlying
physics, we carry out calculations, in parallel, for InxGa12xN
and InxGa12xAs alloys, demonstrating that hole wave func-
tion localization is present in the first case and absent in the
second. This result is important as it suggests a different way
of analyzing the data on low-In content InxGa12xN alloy,
i.e., in terms of electronic clustering, instead of~or, when
appropriate, in addition to! ‘‘chemical clustering.’’

Technically, we model the random alloys by randomly
occupying the zinc-blende cation sites of a;4000 atom pe-
riodic supercell by the alloyed Ga and In species. We permit
all atoms in the random configuration to locally relax to their
minimimum strain energy positions. The strain energy is
modeled via the valence force field approach.9 The lattice
constanta(x) is assumed here to vary linearly as a function
of the compositionx. To obtain the electronic structure for

each relaxed supercell configuration we solve the Schro¨-
dinger equation

H 2
1

2
¹21(

a,m
va~r2Ra,m ;Ei j !J c i~r !5e ic i~r !, ~1!

whereRa,m are the strain-minimizing positions of atom spe-
cies a ~m running over individual atoms! and va is the
screened atomic pseudopotentials which have explicit depen-
dence on thelocal strain tensorEi j .10 The local strain is
calculated as in Ref. 11. Using the strain dependence we are
able to accurately fit the pseudopotentials to reproduce, in
addition to bulk band structures, the hydrostatic and biaxial
deformation potentials separately for conduction and valence
band states. The wave functionsc i are expanded in plane
waves and Eq.~1! is diagonalized via the folded spectrum
method.12

Wave function localization:We find no states in the gap.
Thus, we focus on the energy levels in the upper;100 meV
from the alloy valence band maximum~VBM ! down. Figure
1 shows iso-surface plots of the wave functions at the alloy

a!Electronic mail: alex_zunger@nrel.gov

FIG. 1. The wave function squared of valence band maximum for a single
In impurity in GaN~a! and GaAs~b!. In atom is shown as a red sphere. The
atomic positions of Ga,As,N are indicated by crosses. The green iso surface
~constant-value surface! is drawn in both cases at 30% of the maximum
value, which corresponds to the density 0.001~0.00002! e/Bohr3 in GaN:In
~GaAs:In!.
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valence band maximum in In-dilute InxGa12xN ~part a! and
InxGa12xAs ~part b!. We see hole wave function localization
around In in InxGa12xN but not in InxGa12xAs. In fact, this
localization exists not only for the alloy VBM state, but also
extends for states below the alloy VBM~;100 meV range!.
Thus, the state shown in Fig. 1~a! has aresonantcharacter. It
can be thought of as a combination of the In ‘‘impurity’’
wave functions hybridized with a continuum of GaN valence
bands. In this regardGaN:In is different from the cases of
isovalenttrapsof GaN:As13 that show localized statesinside
the band gap, with exponentially decaying wave function.
As a result, there is strong localization on a small number of

atomic shells aroundGaN:In, and at larger distance the wave
function is extended. To see this, we calculate the charge
enclosed within a sphere of radiusR from the impurity
Qi(R)54p*0

Rr 2c i
2dr for electronic leveli ~Fig. 2!. We see

that ~i! GaN:As has a deepgap level with exponentially lo-
calized c i , so Qi(R) increases rapidly, reaching 90% al-
ready at a radius of 5 Å from the impurity.~ii ! GaAs:In has
a wave function that is an extended Bloch-like state, so
Qi(R) increases slowly.~iii ! GaN:In has a state with reso-
nant character, so the behavior ofQi(R) is intermediate be-
tween the two extremes~i! and~ii !, indicating the dual char-
acter of the wave function: short-range localization and long-
range delocalization. This behavior leads to exciton
localization ~since the hole is localized! even if there is no
chemicalclustering of In atoms. In conventional alloys such
as InxGa12xAs or AlxGa12xAs, a single isovalent impurity
does not lead to any wave function localization; one needs
clustering of afew like atoms to create a ‘‘local quantum
well’’ with localized wave function.14

Band gap bowing in InGaN:Figure 3~a! shows the cal-
culated band-gap bowing coefficient in InxGa12xN alloy.
The bowing parameter has a strong composition dependence:
it ranges from;1.5 eV for large In compositions to over 5
eV for small (x,0.1) compositions. The large bowing at
smallx is a direct consequence of the resonant wave function
inside the valence band described above@Fig. 1~a!#: Fig. 3~b!
shows that the VBM eigenvalue has large bowing as a func-
tion of compositionx while the conduction band minimum
~CBM! exhibits only small bowing. The real-space localiza-
tion of the VBM states implies that the optical and electronic
properties of InxGa12xN can depend sensitively on atomic

FIG. 2. The charge accumulation functionQi(R)54p*0
Rr 2c i

2dr calculated
for three impurity systems:GaN:In, GaAs:In, andGaN:As. R indicates the
distance from the impurity atom.

FIG. 3. Optical and electronic properties of Ga12xInxN
and Ga12xInxAs alloys. ~a! and ~d! Band gap bowing.
~b! and ~e! The energies of valence and conduction
band edges.~c! and~f! Momentum matrix elementM v,c

between the VBM and CBM states.
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clustering; we find that the bowing coefficient of
In0.125In0.875N changes more than 30% even if we change
only 10% of the first-shell short-range order parameter.15

Our results agree with the recent experimental investiga-
tions finding large ~3.8–4.4 eV! bowing coefficients in
low-In content InGaN alloys.4,5 Our results also agree quali-
tatively with the recent local density approximation~LDA !
calculations.5 However, our values forb(x) are even larger
than the LDA derived values at smallx,0.1 In composi-
tions. We believe that this difference can be attributed partly
to the fact that the LDA calculations have been performed
with small supercells. The choice of supercell size and sym-
metry should not greatly affect the predicted alloy properties
if all states are delocalized. Indeed, in a conventional alloy
such as InGaAs, we findb; 0.4 eV, nearly independent of
the supercell size and shape used. If, however, the alloy has
some localized states, the choice of the supercell size and
shape is crucial,~unless one uses a very large cell!. This
reflects the fact that, depending on the supercell geometry,

different Brillouin zone~BZ! points fold into theḠ point.

For example, theḠ point of a 16 atom fcc cell contains the
G14L13X points, while a 32 atom bcc cell contains the
G112S13X points ~note, noL folding!. Since localized
wave functions consist of many differentk points, not all
small supercells are adequate for their representation. LDA
calculations are restricted to small supercells due to the com-
putational burden. However, with our empirical pseudopo-
tential approach we can use very large cells. We find that one
In atom in 32 bcc, 64 sc, and 16 fcc atom GaN supercells
produces bowing of 3.3, 4.9 and 5.5 eV, respectively. This
correlates with the amount ofL character we find in the alloy
VBM: 0%, 8%, and 37%, respectively. Large supercells
~4096 atoms! represent well the full BZ, and giveb.5 eV at
low x. Indeed, large supercell calculations also give much
stronger localization than small cells.

Comparison of band gap bowing in InGaN versus
InGaAs: Comparison of Fig. 3~a! with Fig. 3~d! demon-
strates that the behavior of the band-gap bowing versus com-
position of InxGa12xAs differs considerably from the one of
InxGa12xN. The bowing parameterb(x) of InxGa12xAs is
nearly independent of the compositionx. This suggests that
the anomalous behavior ofb versus composition in
InxGa12xN is not a consequence of the large lattice mis-
match between GaN and InN,5 but instead is a consequence
of the wave function resonance shown above: in InGaN the
energy of the VB bows upwards because the VB resonance
pushes the VBM up, while in InGaAs, due to lack of reso-
nance, VBM is nearly linear with composition. At the In-rich
end of InGaN alloy the CBM and VBM energies@Fig. 3 ~c!#
also behave linearly, revealing no Ga-induced resonances in
InN.

Transition intensities:The photoluminescence~PL! in-
tensity is proportional to the momentump matrix element
M v,c5u,cvupucc.u2 between the VBM and CBM states.
The calculatedM v,c as a function of compositionx is shown
in Figs. 3~c! and 3~f! for InGaN and InGaAs, respectively.
The momentum matrix element of InxGa12xN decreases rap-
idly when x increases from 0 to 0.0625~by two orders of
magnitude!. This dramatic decrease inM v,c is another con-
sequence of the localization of the VBM states. Projecting

the alloy wave functions on periodic Bloch states16 shows
that for x50.0625 in InxGa12xN the VBM states have only
2% of G character. As a consequence,M v,c is reduced since
the probability for a direct transition~in reciprocal space! is
reduced.17 On the other hand, Fig. 3~f! shows thatM v,c of
InxGa12xAs has a rather usual behavior: it is large and
smoothly composition dependent. In InxGa12xAs, the VBM
retains over 90% ofG character at all compositions which
correlates well with the large calculatedM v,c .

In summary, we find that the alloying of GaN with In
leads to localization of the hole states in the upper valence
band. In contrast with conventional alloys, no chemical clus-
tering of In atoms is needed to induce this localization. We
propose that this wave function localization is responsible
for four optical anomalies of InGaN alloys:~i! the band-gap
bowing coefficient is large and composition dependent,~ii !
these alloys exhibit exciton localization,~iii ! the PL intensity
is small, and~iv! the optical properties depend strongly on
the microscopic atomic arrangement.
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